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Welcome to Program Review

Berkeley City College - 2019

Program Overview

Please verify the mission statement for your program. If your program has not created a mission statement, provide details on how your program supports and contributes to the College
mission.

Program Total Faculty and/or Staff

The Program Goals below are from your most recent Program Review or APU. If none are listed, please add your most recent program goals. Then, indicate the status of this goal, and which
College and District goal your program goal aligns to. If your goal has been completed, please answer the follow up question regarding how you measured the achievement of this goal.

First Year Experience - Service Area or Special Program

Annual Program Update

Full Time

Skyler Barton
Christina Tang-Rivera
Christina Taing-Rivera
Skyler Barton

Part Time

Shannon Penn
Shannon Penn
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Status

College Goal

District Goal

In-Progress

Increase Transfer and Transfer Degrees: Ensure that all of BCC’s programs of study and transfer pathways
for degrees prepare students, in a timely manner, for multiple transfer options.

Strengthen Accountability, Innovation and Collaboration

If Completed, What evidence supports completion of this goal? How did you measure the achievement
of this goal?

Status

College Goal

District Goal

In-Progress

Strengthen Resilience: Strengthen BCC students’ abilities to become self-directed, focused and engaged in
the pursuit of transformative, life-long learning experiences that result in personal and academic success.

Strengthen Accountability, Innovation and Collaboration

If Completed, What evidence supports completion of this goal? How did you measure the achievement
of this goal?
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Describe your current utilization of facilities, including labs and other space

Program Update

Semester End Enrollment/Usage Pattern

Review your Semester End Enrollment by setting the filter to your college and subject

Using the dashboard, review and reflect upon the data for your program. Describe any significant changes and discuss what the changes mean to your program. Consider whether
performance gaps exist for disproportionality impacted students. Focus upon the most recent year and/or the years since your last comprehensive program review. Cite data points from the

Status

College Goal

District Goal

In-Progress

Raise College Competence: Raise student skills and competencies, and expand their learning experiences,
so that they can successfully complete their college program.

Advance Student Access, Equity, and Success

If Completed, What evidence supports completion of this goal? How did you measure the achievement
of this goal?
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dashboard to support your answer.
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Describe the department's progress on Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) and/or Administrative Unit Outcomes (AUOs) since the last Program Review/APU. If your discipline offers a degree
or certificate, please describe the department progress on Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs).

Describe the outcomes and accomplishments from previous year’s funded resource allocation request.

Brief description of funded request Source (any additional award outside your base
allocation)

Total Award
Amount

Outcome/Accomplishment
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In the boxes below, please add improvement actions and resource requests that are directly related to the questions answered in this section. If there are no improvement actions or
resource requested in this area, leave blank.

Improvement Actions
Improvement Action

Improvement Action

Action Item Description To be completed By Responsible Person

Resource Request

Personnel Full-time Faculty

% Time Description/Justification Estimated Annual Salary Costs Estimated Annual Benefits Costs

Total Costs
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Resource Request

Personnel Full-time Faculty

% Time Description/Justification Estimated Annual Salary Costs Estimated Annual Benefits Costs

Total Costs

Resource Request

Personnel Student Worker

% Time Description/Justification Estimated Annual Salary Costs Estimated Annual Benefits Costs

Total Costs
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Resource Request

Personnel Part-time Faculty

% Time Description/Justification Estimated Annual Salary Costs Estimated Annual Benefits Costs

Total Costs

Resource Request

Personnel Full-time Faculty

% Time Description/Justification Estimated Annual Salary Costs Estimated Annual Benefits Costs

Total Costs

Resource Request

Professional Development Department-wide PD needed

Description/Justification Estimated Cost

Resource Request

Other Other
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Resource Request Summary
Total Cost: $0
Total Resource Request: 0

Program Update
Personnel

Professional Development

Technology and Equipment

Supplies

Facilities

Library

Other

Sign and Submit

Please provide the list of members who participated in completing this program review.

Description/Justification Estimated Cost

Resource Request

Technology and Equipment Replacement

Description/Justification Estimated Cost

No Resources found for this category

No Resources found for this category

No Resources found for this category

No Resources found for this category

No Resources found for this category

No Resources found for this category

No Resources found for this category

Skyler Barton, Christina Taing-Rivera
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Please enter the name of the person submitting this program review.


	Local Disk
	Microsoft Power BI


	1GWUUtSFRNTCUyMFJFUE9SVC5odG0A: 
	textarea0: Berkeley City College’s (BCC) First Year Experience Learning Communities (Ignite, Persist, and UMOJA) support the college mission by fostering collaboration with faculty to promote student success, increase transfer rates and empower students both in and outside of the classroom. FYE offers essential support for students to ensure a smooth transition to and through BCC. The mission of the First Year Experience (FYE) is to transform the educational experience for First Generation Students to College, Marginalized students, and Students of Color attending BCC with an education goal to transfer.  A student participating in the program receive intentional wrap-around services and support from BCC instructors, staff, administration and dedicated FYE counselors.  Services and programming in FYE are synchronized across all the communities ensuring students have opportunities to engage regardless of where they are at in their educational journey.  Students in FYE take classes with a cohort of peers, providing an opportunity to become familiar with their classmates, and develop a network of support.  Courses in FYE are contextualized and integrated, with a specific focus to connect the life experiences of students with content taught in the classroom.  
	textarea1: Student success and challenges analysis: beginning with AY17-18 the Learning Communities Counselors and the Associate Dean will utilize Learning Communities student data: units completed/attempted, grades, persistence, course retention/completion and student education plans to analyze student success, challenges, and transfer velocity.   The results from the analysis will be used with qualitative data from student surveys to develop intentional pathways for students including extracurricular activities outside of the classroom. 
	textarea0_(1): Provide professional development for LC instructors to engage in culturally responsive pedagogy.   Partnering with the Puente Project Statewide Office, a one-day seminar in the winter and two-day seminar in the summer will be offered to faculty teasing in LC and open to all BCC faculty to attend. 
	textarea1_(1): Assess the number of DI students who complete college-level English and math during their first year Learning Communities.  During spring 2020 LC Counselors and the Associate Dean will review Learning Communities English 1A portfolio scores and compare to other populations of students completing English 1A with Support and English 1A without support.   A similar method will be used to compare student success outcomes for LC students enrolled in Math 13 and Math 1.  During the assesment we will focus on the outcomes for Latino males, Latina Females, Black Females, and Black males will be made to identify successful instructional strategies and other opportunities.   
	textarea0_(1)_(2): LC utilizes the following spaces for extracurricular activities (guest lectures, community building, and networking) and Unity Days (student orientation):●	Student Lounge ●	Atrium●	Auditorium●	Classrooms●	Umoja Village (2000 Center Street, Room 104)●	LC Counselor Offices (124B, 124C)●	LC Student Lab (124D)●	LC program assistant and UMOJA Coordinator office (124A)
	textarea1_(1)_(2): 2018-19 Learning Communities DemographicsRace-Ethnicity	Number of Students	Percentage of StudentsAsian	        28	                                18.42%Black                28	                                18.42%African AmericanHispanic.          71	                                46.73%LatinoTwo or More	10	                                 6.57%Unknown / NR1	                                 0.66%White	        14	                                 9.20%Grand Total	152	                                 100.00%Gender		Gender	Number of Students	PercentageFemale	72	                                47.37%Male	77	                                50.66%X	        3	                                1.97%Grand Total	152	                        100.00%2018-19 Learning Communities Persistence OutcomesFall to Spring PersistenceStudents in the 2018-19 Learning Communities (LC) had a persistence rate of 88% from Fall to Spring, compared to the Peralta's overall Fall to Spring Persistence Rate of 84%.  While the difference between the two comparison populations, LC and general Peralta population,  is small. A deeper analysis of DI groups in BCC's LC shows positive gains in persistence.  The table below includes Persistence Outcomes for Latino, Latina, Black Male, and Black Female.  18-19 LC Persistence Fall to Spring by DI GroupPersistence of Black Male 92%Persistence of Black Female 93%Persistence of Latino Male 91%Persistence of Latina Female 78%Three of the four DI groups showed significantly higher persistence from Fall to Spring compared to the general Peralta populate.   The success in retaining Black Males and Black Females may be due to the change in Umoja programming. The change in programming required students to take an African Americans studies class in the Fall and the Spring.  In past Umoja programming, this was not a practice.   Latino males were retained at a significantly higher rate than their Latina counterparts.  There were no Latino or Latina themed activities that were integrated into LCs during 2018-19, thus we are not able to draw any conclusions.  Yet,  the lack of Latina/x/o themed activities provides an opportunity for us to rethink extracurricular activities focusing on Latia/x/0 students during Fall 2019 and Fall 2020.    Latina/x/o students comprised, 47% of the LC student participants and are expected to grow to 50% during Fall 2019.  This growth signals changes that are occurring in our community and high schools feeding into LCs at BCC.    An analysis of Latina/x/o students in Berkeley Unified School District revealed a growth in Latina/x/o population from 15% in 2008-09 to 25%.in 2018-19.   Implementing a Latinx LC or Puente Project community may help to support the student success outcomes of Latinas who demonstrated low persistence rates above.   The development of a Latina/x/o LC or implementation of a Puente program is identifiable strategies that can help to increase overall success rates of Latina/x/o students in LCs.     Fall 2018 to Fall 2019 PersistenceBCC LC students persist at a rate of 73%, compare to the Peralta Overall Persistence Rate of 62%.   This is nearly a 10  point difference and a significant increase when compared to the general Peralta Population. The goal of the program over the next two years is to increase the persistence of LC students to above 80%.  An aspirational goal is to reach 90% persistence and retention from year 1 to year 2.  Fall to Fall LC Persistence by DI GroupPersistence of Black Male 69%Persistence of Black Female 71%Persistence of Latino Male 74%Persistence of Latina Female 69%All the DI groups outperform the Peralta general persistence rate from Fall to Fall.   Yet,  persistence for Black males and Latina Females require more investigation.   Most of the Black females in LC are part of the Umoja cohort.  Analysis of student ed plans and student focus groups may help to develop a clearer picture of why these students are experiencing lower persistence rates.  Based on what we learn we can change our college behaviors and programs that support Black female students to stay enrolled and engaged at BCC.  The low rate of persistence among Latina females is alarming and needs attention.   The development of a near-peer mentoring model grounded in Latina practices might help to make Latinas feel more supported and retained.  More attention to Latina identifiable strategies will be important during Fall 2019 and Spring 2020The persistence rate of all LC students and the DI populations demonstrate positive growth for the students and the LC program.   Analyzing the course retention and completion in the LC population shows a very different outcome.  The course completion and course retention rate of Umoja students compared to the campus is significantly lower.  Umoja completion and retention rates are 56% and 77% respectfully. Compared to the college completion and retention rates which are 69% and 80%.      This suggests more intrusive advising, coaching, and grade monitoring may be a need during the middle of the semester.  A note should be added that Umoja course completion and retention has been increasing over the past three years, we are headed in a positive direction.  The Umoja program currently lacks a full-time coordinator and would benefit from an identified full-time faculty-counselor coordinator or full-time faculty with re-assigned time. The decrease among Latina females is of significant concern.   Programing in LCs will need to be redeveloped with Latina students in mind and the growing Latina/x/o population.  In development for 2020-21 is a Latina/x/o themed community in the LC.  Similar to Umoja with less prescribed support, students in the Latinx community will take English 1A and 5 integrated with Mexican American Latin American studies.   Further development into a robust Latinx program may have a significant impact on student outcomes and build deeper relationships with the local school district high school and middle school.  
	textarea1_(1)_(2)_(3): 2018-19 Learning Communities DemographicsRace-Ethnicity	Number of Students	Percentage of StudentsAsian	        28	                                18.42%Black                28	                                18.42%African AmericanHispanic.          71	                                46.73%LatinoTwo or More	10	                                 6.57%Unknown / NR1	                                 0.66%White	        14	                                 9.20%Grand Total	152	                                 100.00%Gender		Gender	Number of Students	PercentageFemale	72	                                47.37%Male	77	                                50.66%X	        3	                                1.97%Grand Total	152	                        100.00%2018-19 Learning Communities Persistence OutcomesFall to Spring PersistenceStudents in the 2018-19 Learning Communities (LC) had a persistence rate of 88% from Fall to Spring, compared to the Peralta's overall Fall to Spring Persistence Rate of 84%.  While the difference between the two comparison populations, LC and general Peralta population,  is small. A deeper analysis of DI groups in BCC's LC shows positive gains in persistence.  The table below includes Persistence Outcomes for Latino, Latina, Black Male, and Black Female.  18-19 LC Persistence Fall to Spring by DI GroupPersistence of Black Male 92%Persistence of Black Female 93%Persistence of Latino Male 91%Persistence of Latina Female 78%Three of the four DI groups showed significantly higher persistence from Fall to Spring compared to the general Peralta populate.   The success in retaining Black Males and Black Females may be due to the change in Umoja programming. The change in programming required students to take an African Americans studies class in the Fall and the Spring.  In past Umoja programming, this was not a practice.   Latino males were retained at a significantly higher rate than their Latina counterparts.  There were no Latino or Latina themed activities that were integrated into LCs during 2018-19, thus we are not able to draw any conclusions.  Yet,  the lack of Latina/x/o themed activities provides an opportunity for us to rethink extracurricular activities focusing on Latia/x/0 students during Fall 2019 and Fall 2020.    Latina/x/o students comprised, 47% of the LC student participants and are expected to grow to 50% during Fall 2019.  This growth signals changes that are occurring in our community and high schools feeding into LCs at BCC.    An analysis of Latina/x/o students in Berkeley Unified School District revealed a growth in Latina/x/o population from 15% in 2008-09 to 25%.in 2018-19.   Implementing a Latinx LC or Puente Project community may help to support the student success outcomes of Latinas who demonstrated low persistence rates above.   The development of a Latina/x/o LC or implementation of a Puente program is identifiable strategies that can help to increase overall success rates of Latina/x/o students in LCs.     Fall 2018 to Fall 2019 PersistenceBCC LC students persist at a rate of 73%, compare to the Peralta Overall Persistence Rate of 62%.   This is nearly a 10  point difference and a significant increase when compared to the general Peralta Population. The goal of the program over the next two years is to increase the persistence of LC students to above 80%.  An aspirational goal is to reach 90% persistence and retention from year 1 to year 2.  Fall to Fall LC Persistence by DI GroupPersistence of Black Male 69%Persistence of Black Female 71%Persistence of Latino Male 74%Persistence of Latina Female 69%All the DI groups outperform the Peralta general persistence rate from Fall to Fall.   Yet,  persistence for Black males and Latina Females require more investigation.   Most of the Black females in LC are part of the Umoja cohort.  Analysis of student ed plans and student focus groups may help to develop a clearer picture of why these students are experiencing lower persistence rates.  Based on what we learn we can change our college behaviors and programs that support Black female students to stay enrolled and engaged at BCC.  The low rate of persistence among Latina females is alarming and needs attention.   The development of a near-peer mentoring model grounded in Latina practices might help to make Latinas feel more supported and retained.  More attention to Latina identifiable strategies will be important during Fall 2019 and Spring 2020The persistence rate of all LC students and the DI populations demonstrate positive growth for the students and the LC program.   Analyzing the course retention and completion in the LC population shows a very different outcome.  The course completion and course retention rate of Umoja students compared to the campus is significantly lower.  Umoja completion and retention rates are 56% and 77% respectfully. Compared to the college completion and retention rates which are 69% and 80%.      This suggests more intrusive advising, coaching, and grade monitoring may be a need during the middle of the semester.  A note should be added that Umoja course completion and retention has been increasing over the past three years, we are headed in a positive direction.  The Umoja program currently lacks a full-time coordinator and would benefit from an identified full-time faculty-counselor coordinator or full-time faculty with re-assigned time. The decrease among Latina females is of significant concern.   Programing in LCs will need to be redeveloped with Latina students in mind and the growing Latina/x/o population.  In development for 2020-21 is a Latina/x/o themed community in the LC.  Similar to Umoja with less prescribed support, students in the Latinx community will take English 1A and 5 integrated with Mexican American Latin American studies.   Further development into a robust Latinx program may have a significant impact on student outcomes and build deeper relationships with the local school district high school and middle school.  
	textarea1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4): 2018-19 Learning Communities DemographicsRace-Ethnicity	Number of Students	Percentage of StudentsAsian	        28	                                18.42%Black                28	                                18.42%African AmericanHispanic.          71	                                46.73%LatinoTwo or More	10	                                 6.57%Unknown / NR1	                                 0.66%White	        14	                                 9.20%Grand Total	152	                                 100.00%Gender		Gender	Number of Students	PercentageFemale	72	                                47.37%Male	77	                                50.66%X	        3	                                1.97%Grand Total	152	                        100.00%2018-19 Learning Communities Persistence OutcomesFall to Spring PersistenceStudents in the 2018-19 Learning Communities (LC) had a persistence rate of 88% from Fall to Spring, compared to the Peralta's overall Fall to Spring Persistence Rate of 84%.  While the difference between the two comparison populations, LC and general Peralta population,  is small. A deeper analysis of DI groups in BCC's LC shows positive gains in persistence.  The table below includes Persistence Outcomes for Latino, Latina, Black Male, and Black Female.  18-19 LC Persistence Fall to Spring by DI GroupPersistence of Black Male 92%Persistence of Black Female 93%Persistence of Latino Male 91%Persistence of Latina Female 78%Three of the four DI groups showed significantly higher persistence from Fall to Spring compared to the general Peralta populate.   The success in retaining Black Males and Black Females may be due to the change in Umoja programming. The change in programming required students to take an African Americans studies class in the Fall and the Spring.  In past Umoja programming, this was not a practice.   Latino males were retained at a significantly higher rate than their Latina counterparts.  There were no Latino or Latina themed activities that were integrated into LCs during 2018-19, thus we are not able to draw any conclusions.  Yet,  the lack of Latina/x/o themed activities provides an opportunity for us to rethink extracurricular activities focusing on Latia/x/0 students during Fall 2019 and Fall 2020.    Latina/x/o students comprised, 47% of the LC student participants and are expected to grow to 50% during Fall 2019.  This growth signals changes that are occurring in our community and high schools feeding into LCs at BCC.    An analysis of Latina/x/o students in Berkeley Unified School District revealed a growth in Latina/x/o population from 15% in 2008-09 to 25%.in 2018-19.   Implementing a Latinx LC or Puente Project community may help to support the student success outcomes of Latinas who demonstrated low persistence rates above.   The development of a Latina/x/o LC or implementation of a Puente program is identifiable strategies that can help to increase overall success rates of Latina/x/o students in LCs.     Fall 2018 to Fall 2019 PersistenceBCC LC students persist at a rate of 73%, compare to the Peralta Overall Persistence Rate of 62%.   This is nearly a 10  point difference and a significant increase when compared to the general Peralta Population. The goal of the program over the next two years is to increase the persistence of LC students to above 80%.  An aspirational goal is to reach 90% persistence and retention from year 1 to year 2.  Fall to Fall LC Persistence by DI GroupPersistence of Black Male 69%Persistence of Black Female 71%Persistence of Latino Male 74%Persistence of Latina Female 69%All the DI groups outperform the Peralta general persistence rate from Fall to Fall.   Yet,  persistence for Black males and Latina Females require more investigation.   Most of the Black females in LC are part of the Umoja cohort.  Analysis of student ed plans and student focus groups may help to develop a clearer picture of why these students are experiencing lower persistence rates.  Based on what we learn we can change our college behaviors and programs that support Black female students to stay enrolled and engaged at BCC.  The low rate of persistence among Latina females is alarming and needs attention.   The development of a near-peer mentoring model grounded in Latina practices might help to make Latinas feel more supported and retained.  More attention to Latina identifiable strategies will be important during Fall 2019 and Spring 2020The persistence rate of all LC students and the DI populations demonstrate positive growth for the students and the LC program.   Analyzing the course retention and completion in the LC population shows a very different outcome.  The course completion and course retention rate of Umoja students compared to the campus is significantly lower.  Umoja completion and retention rates are 56% and 77% respectfully. Compared to the college completion and retention rates which are 69% and 80%.      This suggests more intrusive advising, coaching, and grade monitoring may be a need during the middle of the semester.  A note should be added that Umoja course completion and retention has been increasing over the past three years, we are headed in a positive direction.  The Umoja program currently lacks a full-time coordinator and would benefit from an identified full-time faculty-counselor coordinator or full-time faculty with re-assigned time. The decrease among Latina females is of significant concern.   Programing in LCs will need to be redeveloped with Latina students in mind and the growing Latina/x/o population.  In development for 2020-21 is a Latina/x/o themed community in the LC.  Similar to Umoja with less prescribed support, students in the Latinx community will take English 1A and 5 integrated with Mexican American Latin American studies.   Further development into a robust Latinx program may have a significant impact on student outcomes and build deeper relationships with the local school district high school and middle school.  
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3): Learning Community OutcomesFYE staff strives to provide the following (LCOs) for participants of the learning community in one (1) semester :1)	Present curriculum content that fosters critical thinking2)	Provide a safe and dynamic classroom and counseling space for students to comfortably develop critical thinking and communication skills3)	Ensure all FYE students are aware of the necessary information to work toward their academic/career goal (such as understanding general education and transfer degrees)4)	Incorporate activities and assignments that allow students to explore their lived experiences and how it connects back to their student success5)	Teachers and Counselors utilize a student centered approach6) Promote intersections of identities such as race, class gender etc. with current events and relevant literature with the students’ personal and professional goals.7) Foster a supportive and tight knit community within classrooms and counseling spaces by engaging students with the curriculum and with each otherProgram Learning Outcomes are assessed through end of the semester student surveys and focus groups.   Fall 2019 will be the first implementation of the student survey and focus groups.   Results will be reported in the 20-21 Annual Program Update. In addition program outcomes at the class level (units completed, attempted, course success and transfer will be evaluated using a three year window beginning in AY17-18.   
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4): Learning Communities and Umoja
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5): Equity Carryover
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6): 121681
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7): Increased the number of students participating in LCs. Increased number of Black students in UmojaIncreased retention and persistence for DI GroupsSupported 27 students to complete a degree and/or transfer
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8): Textbook Loan Program
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9): President's Office
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10): 21, 000
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11): provided books to each student in LCs for their Fall and spring course work.  
	input0: 
	textarea0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12):   
	input0_(1): 
	input0_(1)_(2): 
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3): 100
	textarea1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5): Priority 1A: The request is for a full-time counselor faculty to co-coordinate a Puente Project community.   Latina/x/o students comprise 47% of the BCC learning communities yet their success outcomes are just above the college average when it comes to course retention and completion.   The Puente Project program is a prescribed model that is open to all students and uses culturally responsive pedagogy centered on the Latinx experience.   The addition of a Puente program at BCC will also support the development of pathways to our local high schools.  BUSD over the last ten years has experienced a 10 percent increase in Latinx families. Making this a prime moment to grow with this population in mind.  While Latinx students make up a majoring of students in Learning Communities they are also 25% of the student population at BCC.   The addition of a Puente Project program will bring additional PD resources that can be made available to the entire campus.  
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4): 80000
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5): 24000
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6): 104000
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7): 100
	textarea1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6): Priority 1B: The Umoja Scholar program is now in its third year of operation.   The program has grown significantly from only having 12 active students in 16/17 to a full cohort of 30 students this Fall 2019. The Umoja Village hosts activities for the Umoja scholar program, Black Student Union, Men's Groups and Sister groups.    In addition, the Village is used as a space to share transfer information, study and restore.  Black Females and Black Males are prioritized DI groups in BCC's Equity plan, growing a program to support black students while supporting the students when they are constantly facing challenges requires full-time attention and support.  For BCC to increase the number of Black students as a population at BCC who are being retained, succeeding requires more support.   In addition, recruiting new students into Umoja requires participating in our local community to build networks, community and allies.   Currently, Umoja Scholars receive part-time counseling support from one of the LC counselors who is also reassigned to four other Learning communities and the liaison with the Berkeley community. A full-time counselor coordinator is requested to continue to support the development of the Umoja SCholar students and the Umoja Scholar program.   
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8): 80000
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9): 24000
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10): 104000
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11): 
	textarea1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7): Priority 3: Provides clerical support, leads LC student community-building activities, supports LC students with enrollment challenges and identifying college resources.  SA support inreach/outreach and other recruitment efforts. 
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12): 15645
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13): 
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14): 15645
	input0_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8)_(9)_(10)_(11)_(12)_(13)_(14)_(15): 20
	textarea1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7)_(8): Priority 4: UMOJA Village Assistant - Supports the ongoing activities in the UMOJA village and meets with students to provide additional wrap-around support. 
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